Volunteering Facilitator: Nelson

Recording

- http://recordings.blindsidenetworks.com/citadelrock/d559965849921585c1849af03b7a51638700d979-1437673263332/presentation

When

Thursday, July 16 23 2015 at 18:00:00 UTC time (click for time zone in your city)

Note postponed from the 16th to the 23rd following TikiFestCEST

What

See Roundtable Meetings for a detailed description.

Where

https://tiki.org/live

Topics

1st hour quick news

- Update from TikiFestCEST
  - Review work on new "info" section on tiki.org
- Tiki Github accounts, Sourceforge outage
- Proposed discussion: Feature "drivers" (people who are listed as the go-to people for helping others get into contributing to those features - whether it is code or documentation) - also possible evolving Teams into simply "feature contributors", since everyone working on a particular feature should be working together anyway.
- Start of process to gather requirements on future bug tracker of Tiki (the tracker itself and also the process, notifications etc), i.e. to answer the question - how can it be more functional, streamlined, and useful to everyone?
- Introducing Marcus Saad, who will be helping Nelson on coordinating improvements to dev documentation, localization, and helping on continued bootstrapization.

Second hour, longer topics

- More follow-up from TikiFestCEST
  - Continue work and discussion on the new "info" pages on tiki.org
  - e.g. HomePage
  - Tiki.org_Homepage_content_ideas - may be useful
- gezza: showcase Transifex features to evaluate usage for translations
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